
 
 

 

 
 

 
Welcome to my FREE Bodyweight Program! In this 4-Week Workout Program, I am 

going to guide you through some of my favorite bodyweight movements that are both fun 

and effective. 

 
Each workout in this program is specifically designed to help you improve your mobility, 

increase your power output, and challenge your ability to control your own bodyweight. 

Every workout will guide you through a movement prep circuit, a primary and secondary 

circuit, a finisher exercise, as well as a decompression series. 

 
In my own philosophy and training, I like to prioritize quality movement through mindful 

mechanics. Taking the time to execute each movement to your fullest ability is going to 

help you get better results, faster. I also believe that combining strength training with a 

bodyweight mobility practice is the most effective way to enhance your body’s ability to 

become stronger and more resilient. 

 
In this 4-Week Program, I suggest the following format: on Mondays, Wednesdays, and 

Fridays complete the prescribed bodyweight workouts. In between mobility days, 

Tuesday and Thursdays, complete your own strength and conditioning workout to build 

strength and endurance. On Saturdays and Sunday choose an active rest activity like 

hiking, yoga, or swimming. 

 
Repeat this format every week for 4 Weeks to get the best results! Good luck!

 

Mon  Tue  Wed  Thu  Fri  Sat/Sun 

Workout A  Strength + Con  Workout B  Strength + Con  Workout C  Active Rest 
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Movement Prep: 3 Rounds | Minimal Rest  
 

MOVEMENT  REPS / TIME 

Half Kneeling Arms Screws  

(switch knees half way) 

20 reps 

Bodyweight Squats  15 reps 

Reverse Lunge with Reach  10 reps 

 
 

Primary Circuit: 4 Rounds | Minimal Rest  
 

MOVEMENT  REPS / TIME 

Crab Reaches  10 reps 

Duck Walks (forward & back)  10 reps 

Side Kick Throughs  10 reps 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Secondary Circuit: 3 rounds | Minimal Rest 

 

MOVEMENT  REPS / TIME 

Cossack Squat → Seated Internal Hip 

Rotation 

10 reps 

Alternating V-Ups  20 reps 

Eccentric Squats → Relevé  10 reps 

 
 

Finisher: 6 Rounds | 20 seconds rest 
 

MOVEMENT  REPS / TIME 

Tripod Reach→ Twisted Downward 

Dog 

40 seconds 

 

 

Decompression: 1 round 
 

MOVEMENT  REPS / TIME 

Hand Clasped Behind Back Neck 

Rotations 

10 deep breaths 

Lateral Reach from Seated Position  5 each side 

Half Pigeon Stretch  5 deep breaths each side 

Needle Arm Thread, Alt.  10 reps 

 


